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ABSTRACT 

 

One of the critical functions in autonomous driving is 

vehicle localisation because, when it is accurate and 

reliable, it allows the safe navigation of the vehicle when 

operating without human supervision (SAE Levels 4 and 5 

of autonomous driving).  

 

This paper presents the performance results obtained when 

testing in real conditions an innovative positioning engine 

based on a safety-oriented paradigm. The tested engine 

employs a mass market dual-frequency GNSS receiver, 

intelligent off-the shelf automotive cameras, lane-level 

navigation maps, low-cost inertial sensors and vehicle 

odometry. A unique feature is the provided integrity layer, 

estimated in real-time and consisting of Protection Levels 

(PL), which bound the error of each estimated value with a 

certain confidence level. This integrity layer is used as part 

of autonomous vehicle architecture to ensure that the 

vehicle navigates safely. 

 

The results show the position performances along with the 

real confidence levels achieved by the estimated Protection 

Levels. The solution estimated by the engine in real time is 

based on the dual-frequency measurements obtained from 

a mass-market GNSS receiver, the measurements of the 

lateral distance to the lane-markings provided by an 

intelligent off-the shelf automotive camera, lane-level 

accurate navigation maps, the measurements obtained from 

low-cost inertial sensors and the vehicle odometry. With 

respect to the engine, it is able to process all these 

measurements by means of: 

- A real time PPP hybrid algorithm that employs dual-

frequency GPS and Galileo measurements, inertial 

sensors and PPP corrections obtained from a web 

server when the connection is available through the 

cellular network. 

- A robust hybrid GNSS standard positioning algorithm 

allowing to perform consistency checks in parallel 

- An algorithm that improves the accuracy by means of 

the vehicle sensors, the lateral distance measurements 

to the road lane markings provided by the automotive 

intelligent camera and the lane-level accurate maps. It 

is also able to provide an accurate position relative to 

the map. 

 

The position and orientation values provided by the engine 

(including the position computed relative to the map) are 

complemented with the estimation of the associated 

integrity Protection Levels (PL), computed for multiple 

target integrity risks. The implementation of an integrity 

layer is crucial since in safety-critical applications it can be 

more important to know whether the information is reliable 

than the precise information itself. This integrity layer 

determines the degree of usability of the location and 

orientation estimations, which is used as part of 

autonomous vehicle architecture to ensure that the vehicle 

operates safely. 

 

The position and integrity engine has been integrated in an 

autonomous car and has been tested in real conditions 

under different environments assessing its performances 

based on the accurate reference provided by other 

equipment installed in the car for testing purposes. The 

paper presents the position and protection level 

performance results obtained when testing the vehicle 

under open-sky, sub-urban and deep urban conditions. 

 

The engine employed to obtain the results presented in this 

paper has been developed and tested with an autonomous 

car within the ESCAPE project ([1]). ESCAPE (European 

Safety Critical Applications Positioning Engine) is a 

project co-funded under the Fundamental Elements 

program of the European GNSS Agency (GSA). It started 

on October 2016 with a duration of 3 years and with the 

main objective of developing a localisation system that 

provides the vehicle position and attitude estimations to be 

employed in safety critical applications like Autonomous 

Driving (AD) or Advanced Driving Assistance Systems 

(ADAS). The project is led by the Spanish company 

FICOSA in collaboration with partners from across 

Europe: Renault, IFSSTAR and the University of 

Technology of Compiègne (UTC) from France, 

STMicroelectronics and LINKS Foundation from Italy and 

GMV from Spain. 

 

ESCAPE enables a high-grade of data fusion (GNSS, 

inertial sensors, cameras and vehicle sensors) and the 

exploitation of several key technological differentiators 

such as the precise point positioning service (PPP), the 

potential use of the Galileo signal authentication and the 

provision of an integrity layer to assess the degree of trust 

one can associate to the position information provided by 

the device. Therefore, the three key pillars of the safety-

oriented navigation technology provided by ESCAPE 

engine are:  

 

 The smart exploitation of different localization data 

sources to provide a highly accurate navigation 

solution, including GPS and Galileo dual-frequency 

measurements, intelligent cameras providing lateral 

distance to road lane-marks, inertial measurement 

units, vehicle odometry, PPP corrections and high 

definition maps;  

 

 The unique provision of real-time integrity protection 

levels associated to the location estimates, which 

express the “degree of usability” of the positioning 

information for safety-critical applications. The PLs 

associated to the positions computed relative to the 

map are fundamental for autonomous driving 

applications;  

 



 

 

 The full integration of the ESCAPE engine into a 

vehicle with autonomous driving capabilities, and its 

test on several different reference paths and 

environmental conditions. 

 

 
Figure 1 – Conceptual block diagram of the in-car system 

including the ESCAPE GNSS Engine 

 

The innovative ESCAPE GNSS Engine (EGE) is close-to-

market, its components are organized in a modular 

architecture and has safety at its core as its specification 

and design are based on the ISO 26262 recommendations 

([2]).  

 

ESCAPE was already introduced in [3]. The following 

sections provide a brief description of the ESCAPE 

objectives, its design (system, HW and SW) and the 

positioning and integrity algorithms (see [3] for further 

details) before describing the tests that have been carried 

out and the obtained performance results. 

 

 

ESCAPE OBJECTIVES 

 

Main objectives of ESCAPE project [1]: 

- Development of a positioning engine for safety 

critical applications 

- Exploration of European GNSS differentiators 

- Autonomous driving as the target application 

- Provision of integrity as the most relevant 

performance feature 

 

ESCAPE innovative aspects (see Figure 2) contribute to 

the achievement of the project objectives. 

 
 

Figure 2 – ESCAPE Innovative Aspects 

ESCAPE provides a hybrid solution with an integrity layer 

making the most of all the sensors that should be in Level 

4 SAE vehicles. 

 

 
Figure 3 – ESCAPE steps to SAE Level 4 

 

 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

The design of the ESCAPE GNSS Engine (EGE) is based 

on three key pillars: 

 Use of different data sources: 

o GNSS 

o IMU 

o Vehicle Sensors  

o Camera (lane markings) 

 Provision of real-time integrity level 

 Integration into vehicle 

 



 

 

 
Figure 4 – ESCAPE System Engine 

 

 

HW DESIGN 

 

ESCAPE GNSS Engine (EGE) hardware includes the 

following main components:  

 The GNSS receiver chipset,  

 The Inertial Measurements Unit (IMU)  

 The main processor,  

 The peripherals needed for the communications of the 

board with the vehicle and with the cellular network.  

 

EGE components are organized in a modular architecture, 

in which a main board provides access to the features 

supported by the EGE, while a core module implements 

the core processing capabilities. By combining all these 

components and the navigation and integrity algorithms, 

the positioning engine is close-to-market and has safety at 

its core. 

 

 
Figure 5 – EGE HW Architecture 

 

 
Figure 6 – EGE HW 

 

The whole architecture of the EGE hardware follows the 

most recent practices in the design of automotive electronic 

control units, so that all the interfaces, configurations and 

form factors result compliant with widely recognized 

sector trends. The safety approach followed in the project 

during the phases of specification and design is based on 

the recommendations put in ISO 26262 [2]. 

 

 

GNSS RECEIVER 

 

ESCAPE GNSS receiver main distinguishing feature is 

that it is an automotive-grade receiver capable of 

processing at the same time signals from two different 

GNSS bands and from different satellite constellations. 

This capability is common in high-end professional 

receivers [4] but it represents a cutting-edge industrial 

development in the automotive Tier-2 panorama, where it 

conjugates highly demanding safety requirements to high-

volumes and comparatively limited costs and sizes.  

 

ESCAPE GNSS receiver integrates in a unique device a 

high-end GNSS technology traditionally reserved for 

professional applications, with the dual-band Galileo 

processing, as well as all the hardware and software safety 

aspects that are needed to certify the component for the 

automotive market [2]. The multi-band GNSS receiver 

uses a two-chip approach with the Teseo APP-ME 

(STA9100MGA and STA5635S). See ESCAPE GNSS 

receiver description in [3] for further details. 

 

 
Figure 7 – EGE GNSS Receiver 

 

 

SW DESIGN 

 

The EGE software is hosted in a multi-processor System-

On-Chip, chosen to guarantee the availability of the 

necessary computational resources at a competitive cost 



 

 

and its architecture is organized in three layers: the board 

support package, the middleware layer and the algorithm 

facility application layer. See ESCAPE SW design 

description in [3] for further details. 

 

 
Figure 8 – EGE SW Elements 

 

 

EGE POSITION&INTEGRITY ALGORITHMS 

 

These are the two main position and integrity algorithms 

employed in the engine:  

 

 The GNSS+Sensors Positioning&Integrity algorithm, 

where GNSS measurements are integrated with those 

provided by an inertial measurement unit (IMU) in 

order to provide a GNSS pose with integrity. This 

position is computed by combining Standard Point 

Positioning (SPP) and Precise Point Positioning (PPP) 

algorithms. The PPP algorithm exploits an Internet 

connection to a remote server to get sets of precise 

corrections for the GNSS navigation: when available, 

the PPP service is able to reach decimeter-level 

positioning accuracy [5]. The PPP algorithm is based 

on the real-time magicPPP ([6]). 

 

 The Camera-based Positioning&Integrity algorithm, 

enabled by the availability of accurate maps 

containing road lane-marks. These maps along with 

the intelligent camera measurements, which provide 

the lateral distance to the lane-marks, allow a second 

positioning service with accuracies that can reach a 

few centimeters in the cross direction. The algorithm 

also employs speed and yaw rate measurements from 

vehicle sensors to reach the maximum possible 

accuracy. Thus, the computed solution complements 

and enhances the positions provided by the 

GNSS+Sensors Positioning&Integrity algorithm. 

 

 
 
Figure 9 – EGE Position&Integrity Algorithms Architecture 

 

 

Integrity Layer: Protection Levels 

 

The integrity of a certain estimate refers to the confidence 

one can give to the correctness of the estimate with respect 

to the true (but unknown) quantity. This confidence is 

expressed in the language of GNSS positioning with the 

concepts of protection level (PL) and integrity risk (IR). 

The PL should bound the error with a certain confidence 

level and the IR is the probability that the error exceeds the 

protection level [7]. A well-established and trustable 

framework to set integrity risks and compute protection 

levels is mandatory for any applications wants to use an 

estimated position as an input for operations involving 

safety of life (as well as economical transactions or any 

kind of law enforcement, though with different levels of 

risk). 

 

 
Figure 10 – Protection Level concept associated to an 

estimated position 

 

For this reason, the EGE provides each position estimate, 

whatever service is used to compute it, with a protection 

level. The protection levels, provided by the 

“GNSS+Sensors Positioning&Integrity” and the “CAM 



 

 

Positioning&Integrity” algorithms, are computed with a 

technique known as KIPL (Kalman Integrated Protection 

Level), based on the idea of dynamically modelling the 

different components of the positioning error with a 

properly parameterized error probability distribution ([8], 

[9] and [10]). Each distribution is processed and updated 

separately and provides a contribution to the total error 

probability. Finally, the protection level is computed as the 

maximum error level whose probability is below a given 

integrity risk. Thus, the integrity module forwards the 

integrity solution in form of a set of protection levels 

corresponding to different target integrity risks (TIRs).  

 

One way to use these protection levels is to raise an alert 

when the PL corresponding to a certain integrity risk 

becomes greater that the alarm limit required by the user 

depending on the circumstances. 

 

 

ESCAPE TESTS 

 

The developed EGE was integrated in the UTC-Renault 

autonomous car and the tests took place in July 2019 at the 

University of Technology of Compiègne (UTC). The 

autonomous car employed in the tests also had a high-grade 

trajectory reference system (GNSS+high-grade IMU) 

which post-processed cm-error solution has been employed 

as the truth reference trajectory when assessing EGE 

performances. 

 

 
Figure 11 – Autonomous Car employed in ESCAPE tests 

 

 
Figure 12 – ESCAPE Tests at the University of Technology 

of Compiègne 

 

The tests were performed following a route in Compiègne 

covering three different environments: 

 Open-Sky 

 Sub-Urban 

 Urban 

 

 
Figure 13 – ESCAPE test route in Compiègne 

 

When assessing the obtained results it shall be taken into 

account that the EGE was tested with the GNSS receiver 

tracking L1/E1 and L5/E5a bands so only a maximum of 

7-9 dual-frequency (DF) SVs were in view: 

 3-5 GPS L1&L5 SVs 

 3-5 Galileo SVs 

 

Final EGE GNSS receiver will be capable of tracking GPS 

L1&L2C and Galileo E1&E5b, thus increasing the number 

of available dual-frequency GPS SVs. 

 

Besides, it also shall be taken into account that camera 

measurements (lane-marks) were usually available in 

open-sky roads but not available in roundabouts and non-

uniformly available in sub-urban and urban streets. 

 

The following figures and tables provide the results 

obtained with the EGE in each environment running the 

PPP and enhancing the computed solution with the camera 

measurements and the vehicle sensors. 

 

 
Figure 14 – Open-Sky along/longitudinal and cross/lateral 

error and PL CDF 



 

 

 

 
Figure 15 – Sub-Urban along/longitudinal and cross/lateral 

error and PL CDF 

 

 
Figure 16 – Urban along/longitudinal and cross/lateral error 

and PL CDF 

 

The results show how, in open-sky conditions, the along 

and cross errors are below 1 m, which is a very good result 

taking into account there are only 6-9 dual-frequency SVs 

in view. Worst results were obtained while driving around 

the roundabouts where no camera measurements were 

available. In sub-urban, the lower amount of camera 

measurements increases the cross/lateral errors, while in 

urban, besides having fewer camera measurements, the 

limited number of satellites in view due to the buildings 

increases the error in both dimensions. Nevertheless, sub-

urban errors are close to 1 m and almost all urban errors are 

below 2 m, which are excellent results.  

 

 
Table 1 – EGE Performance Test Results - 

along/longitudinal and cross/lateral errors 

 

 
Table 2 – EGE Performance Test Results - 

along/longitudinal and cross/lateral PLs 

 

The size of the computed protection levels is also very low 

and they satisfy the integrity risk for which they were 

computed. Figure 17 and Figure 18 show how the 

Protection Levels (PL) computed in real-time by the EGE 

algorithms successfully bound the error of the estimated 

positions. 

 

 
Figure 17 – Example showing how along/longitudinal errors 

are bounded by the computed PLs 

 

 
Figure 18 – Example showing how the cross/lateral errors 

are bounded by the computed PLs 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The positioning engine developed in the ESCAPE project 

is capable of providing a hybrid solution with an integrity 

layer making the most of all the sensors that should be 

present in Level 4 SAE vehicles. Hence, this innovative 



 

 

positioning engine enables automated driving functions 

up to a SAE automation level 4 and creates a new paradigm 

of safety-oriented navigation technology on the road. 

 

Safety is the crucial aspect of automated vehicles and 

ESCAPE engine has developed a state-of-the-art safety-

oriented navigation technology based on: 

 

 The smart exploitation of different localization data 

sources to provide a highly accurate navigation 

solution, including GPS and Galileo dual-frequency 

measurements, intelligent cameras providing lateral 

distance to road lane-marks, inertial measurement 

units, vehicle odometry, PPP corrections and high 

definition maps;  

 

 The unique provision of real-time integrity protection 

levels associated to the location estimates, which 

express the “degree of usability” of the positioning 

information for safety-critical applications. The PLs 

associated to the positions computed relative to the 

map are fundamental for autonomous driving 

applications;  

 

 The full integration of the ESCAPE engine into a 

vehicle with autonomous driving capabilities, and its 

test on several different reference paths and 

environmental conditions. 

 

 
 

Figure 19 – New paradigm of safety-oriented road 

navigation technology 

 

In order to give insight of the developed technology and to 

show the achieved results to the automated vehicle experts 

and GNSS community, the ESCAPE project will celebrate 

a demonstration day on the 27th of November 2019 at UTC 

Compiègne, details will be published in [1]. 
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